SCULPTURE PARK: HEIDE I TRAIL
Be an art detective and spell out a hidden word with this fun activity sheet for kids and parents to do
together. Start outside the main reception area, follow the directions and use the clues to find out the
answer. Suitable for Children and parents of all ages.
DIRECTION

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT

CLUE

1. In the Sculpture Plaza
outside Heide III find a stone
sculpture by Anish Kapoor.

Can you see the curved form that
the artist has carved emerging from
the rough block of stone? What
shape is it?

Anish Kapoor is a
celebrated British artist,
but where was he born?
The first letter of this
country is your first clue.

2. Stand in front of Anish
Kapoor’s sculpture In the
Presence of Form II and look
around you. Find a shiny silver
sculpture on top of a grassy
hill. Your next clue is hidden
there.

This sculpture is named after a
planet in our solar system. Walk up
the hill and stand underneath the
sculpture, look through the
sculpture at the sky and imagine
how far away the planets are.

It’s not a planet but it
does orbit around the
Earth. What is the first
letter of the only place
in space that humans
have walked upon?

3. Head up the cement road

The hard, flat geometric shapes of
this sculpture stand out against the
soft, organic shapes of the natural
environment.

What is the second
letter of the surname of
the artist who made this
sculpture in 1970?

behind you to the upper
carpark. Just before you get
there you’ll find a black steel
sculpture near a very big gum
tree.

4. Can you see a house further Can you see how the letter ‘Y’
repeats itself in this sculpture, the
up the hill? Go to the orchard
at the front of this house (Hint: same way that branches in a real
tree divide and repeat?
you can use your sculpture
park map to find this). There is
wooden sculpture hidden in
the orchard that looks a bit like
a tree.

Knowledge is a seed
that once planted needs
ideas in order to __ R O
W.
(The missing letter is
your clue)

ANSWER

5. The next sculpture is not

Does this sculpture make you think
of flower buds just beginning to
very far away, nested at the
edge of the wild garden around open?
the far side of the house. It’s
called Budding. Can you find it?

The fourth letter of the
artist’s first name is your
fifth clue.

6. Find the sculpture hidden at Sunday and Sweeney were mother

The same artist made this
sculpture and Tree of
Knowledge. What is the
letter missing from his
surname:
S E L E __ I T S C H

and son. The sculpture shows the
the back of the wild garden
two letter ‘S’ shapes wrapped
called The Letter S: S for
Sunday (BR)/S for Sweeney (AS) around each other, embracing.
made in 1987.

The title of this sculpture is
another word for wild. Why do you
think the artist has chosen it?

This letter appears twice
in the one word title of
the sculpture.

8. Time to head back down the The red colour of the sculpture is a

What metal is this
sculpture made from?
The second letter is your
clue…
S __ __ __ __

7. Circle around the wild
garden and find an archway
covered in vine. There’s a grey
abstract sculpture by Paul
Hopmeier here.

hill. This time follow the gravel layer of rust from the metal
paths towards Heide II On the coming into contact with the
weather.
way can you find another
sculpture by David Wilson,
called The Hill? (Hint: you can
use your sculpture park map to
help you)

9. Keep going down the path
until you get to the end, turn
right towards Heide II and find
a figurative sculpture made of
bronze. Is it a man or a
woman?

This sculpture titled Mary
Magdalene is larger than life-size,
meaning the sculpture is bigger
than a person.

George Baldessin is an
Australian artist, born in
what country? The first
letter of this country is
your clue.

Do the forms in this sculpture look
like they are balancing on a thin
you just came from, straight
towards the café. On your right wire? Can you balance on one leg
you’ll find a small sculpture. It’s and count to 20?
as tricky as a clown in a circus,
but you’ll find it if you step
down into a nook.

10. Head back in the direction

11. The last sculpture is just
outside the main entrance to
the museum. It is not made of
wood, stone or metal. It is a
living, growing sculpture; can
you find it?

All materials change with time.
How do you think this sculpture
will change?

Geoffrey Bartlett’s
sculpture is made from
two metals. Steel and
……? The third letter of
this metal is your clue.

The first letter in the title
of this sculpture is your
last clue!

QUESTION:

Did you solve the puzzle and find all the missing letters? What word do they spell? (It is
something that all children have, and all artists need!)

ANSWER:

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

What plants can you see growing in Fiona Hall’s Native Garden, 2009? Draw a picture of them
here:

This sculpture needs help! Can you add some shapes to make it balance?

